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You have always been interested in the relation between the human stained as well as staining organism and the absoluteness and
permanence of industrially fabricated objects activated by such
bodies. The new series of ceramic works made in Bolzano have
gotten rid of such juxtapositions, and they rather celebrate the
human features of the slip cast ceramic vessels and containers.
Where did this move away from the imperfection come from and
why are references to sanitary objects the right match for it?
I chose to reference sanitary-ware in this body of work because I’m interested in how these objects are portals into a subterranean world. The plug-hole becomes the keyhole to a hidden
circulatory system, a much larger body than our own. I don’t think
I have gotten rid of the juxtaposition, the mess is still there, but
out of sight. Human imperfection is inherent to a sanitary object,
because we use these things to be imperfect.
Slip-casting has the quality of skin – a membrane of liquid clay is
formed as it’s moisture is sucked into the porous plaster mould. I
wanted to play with this idea of the skin, of the inner and outer, and
make pieces that when turned upside down or inside out, might
vaguely look like body parts and organs, but also landscapes,
mountain ranges or architecture.

Where does the fascination with the animals come from, as implied
in some of the titles of your works such as ‘Swan’ and ‘Camel’?
The swan and the camel are both animals that have a relationship to water. I’m interested in the Swan and how ubiquitously
it is used a symbol. It’s silhouette has been turned into a logo by
bathroom manufactures far and wide as a symbol of cleanliness.
Because of its u-bent neck it is it is the mascot of plumbers. I like
that the swan is supposedly a clean ‘object’ that sits on top of
water, but you don’t see what lies beneath it’s midriff. The top is
clean, the belly down is murky and muddy. I feel like it is a suiting
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moment of time. For me the question of love is very urgent. This
is why the Panda Bear holding the word love caught my eye: besides being the bestselling item at THUN, it symbolizes also a large
financial commitment when it is gifted as a romantic messenger.
The figurine of this exotic animal, which visually speaking is very
approachable and immediately readable by anyone, becomes a
question of accessibility as its price tests the willingness to pay of
a social middle class.
The bear is also a symbol of a nest, which gives the feeling
of a safe home. This is further enhanced by the boxes in which they
are presented, as the box is a symbol of housing. We always put
something into a container to make it feel looked after. It is like a
temporary skin.

Plastic bags turn to hand blown glass vessels, ceramic bears
become fossilized abandoned stoneware. When appropriating
objects you attribute them new value, either by up or downscaling
them. How do you decide the fate of these objects?

GINA FOLLY
Your art is always directly in response to the environment you find
yourself in. Often you present your work in reduced installations
made up from everyday materials, whereby the misappropriated
objects often expose how very specific items are no longer questioned in our daily life and are but whimsical excesses of our current stage of civilizational development. What type of environment
did you find at THUN and why was the Panda bear holding the
word love the catalyst or your actor of choice?
First I must say: my artworks are very directly born out of
my personal environment that I find myself in, within a specific

There is no fate of objects in my work. I don’t judge objects.
I’m very attracted to things we use or look at every day and therefor It becomes about observing our surrounding and then re-contextualizing it. Like by putting the Panda into a box, I automatically
enhance the visibility of “The normal nothing”.
This leads me to the doors. They are quite literally about accessibility too: they open or close possibilities. They dictate relationships between humans. Proximity and distance, permeability and
demarcation, private and public – these are the juxtapositions that
are highlighted through my works. By making a bad copy of these
objects I acknowledge my limitations with ceramics, but I also
highlight that they are man-made conditions of possibility.
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metaphor for the sculptures I have made, that are supposedly sanitary and perfect, yet that deal with the underbelly of something.
The camel seems thirsty in it’s dry sandy habitat and I’ve always
been interested in the myth that it’s humps are water storing
devices. I liked to imagine them as walking cisterns. I made some
sculptures of an abstracted camel turned upside down so that you
peer into the cavity of it’s humps, or fill them with water.
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LAURENCE STURLA
Negative space, or invisible realms, seem to be at the centre of
most of your works. On one side very formally speaking, where
offcuts from wall mounted disks become the shape for unfunctional procession teapots. On the other side some works of yours seem
to be detached midway through, only so that the second correlating part re-appears elsewhere. What are your interests in this
disentanglement of space and materiality?
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Through approaching these objects from an archeological
point of view, imagined histories are created, which become entangled in both the real and the myth. An uncovering, or separation
of the objects remove them from the normal, or the real, and even
though they can be scenes of familiarity, they can appear to morph
into that of the otherworldly, or from a distant time. Unknown to
us if it is our past or our own future that we are unearthing.

Personal and ancient histories collide in your work – from the
Nazca lines geoglyphs that inform small rivers running across
your work that are made from broken glass of beer bottles which
you drank in your studio, to steamship like structures that evoke
ghosts of industrialisation which you are familiar with from your
upbringing in Swindon (UK) that are then again submerged with
symbols that one associates with apocalyptic happenings. You
seem to probe existential questions related to the temporality of
human culture. Can you tell us more about why you decide to interchangeable jump between the historic and the present, the real
and the otherworldly, the personal and the myth?
Rather than collide I think that maybe they conjoin and
evolve together, with our histories seeming to pass through time
like mutating genes. With our understanding of the present ever
changing the more we discover about our distant and recent
pasts - which in turn will alter our outlooks on the future. I think
it’s important to further uncover these lost and perhaps almost
forgotten times and histories, looking at links and creating place
holders, mapping them out in more than just a geographic sense,
but being able to fill them with questions about mythology and
knowledge. Which in turn when placed alongside our own, shows
how inherently biased our pasts are, and draws questions to uncertain futures.
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